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Atlanta

2.5 mil people (1990)

4,280 km2 (built-up area)

Barcelona

2.8 mil people (1990)

162 km2 (built-up area)

the built-up area of Atlanta and Barcelona

cities face not one but many interrelated challenges;

this requires a coordinated response, which requires careful planning…



…but planning is often broken (Vietnam example)



BRANCH (1981): Plans are too 
often disconnected from reality, 

based not on evidence and 
emerging trends but on wishful 
thinking and old assumptions. 

__________________________

COMPLEXITY: Every planning 
process is embedded in a larger 

social, ecological, economic, 
political, and administrative 

setting that must all be taken 
into account

BRANCH: Government planning 
focuses too narrowly on 
producing long-range, 

infrequently updated paper-
based plans rather than treating 
planning as a continuous process. 
_______________________________

COMPLEXITY: Radical shift in 
viewing cities not as physical 

artefacts to be designed but as 
organisms that evolve in ways 
that can be influenced but not 

controlled.

BRANCH: Plans are too often 
developed in isolation within 

siloed government 
bureaucracies—completely 

disconnected from other plans 
and planning processes—and 

thereby fail to facilitate 
collaboration and integrated 

action.

__________________________

COMPLEXITY: Cities are shaped 
by the actions and plans of many 

interconnected organizations 
and individuals as they pursue 
their own well-being—this can 
maybe be coordinated but not, 
usually, (or effectively) coerced.







Smart City as a Data 
Collector

• A city is a complex system of systems, 
and each of these systems generates 
data. We can analyze this data to 
make cities smarter. 

Smart City as an 
Integrated System

• Bringing together data from across 
government empowers leaders to 
adopt new holistic management 
approaches that treat their cities as 
an integrated system. 

Smart City as a Platform 
for Collaboration

• Open data and ubiquitous 
connectivity enable smart cities to 
provide mechanisms for real-time, 
many-to-many information exchange 
and coordination at city-wide 
scale.



Data-Driven             
City Mgmt

“In God We Trust, Everyone 
Else Bring Data!”

Smart Urban 
Infrastructure

#1 Green City in Asia      
(Siemens)

Collaborative “Smart 
City” Initiatives 

Explicit link btw “Smart City” 
and “Sustainability” initiatives

Sustainability is inherently quantitative (“lower emissions by x percent”); multi-agency; and cross-sectoral









Coordinate the actions of city’s vast bureaucracies + synthesize plans of individual agencies into unified strategy 



Avoid “paper tigers” that 
“disappear into a bottom 

drawer”

Remain “nimble, and adjust 
flexibly to changes in 

technology and in the global 
environment”

“look at our physical 
environment in a wholly 

integrated way” focused on 
implementation and metrics



Ensuring a constant, transparent link between aspirations + implementation

127 initiatives





City is promoting environmental awareness and 
action among more than 2 million Singaporeans 
through community-based programs (CDC’s)

Meeting city-wide goals requires a

approach 









Lavar

“Cities should be planned less like centralized mainframes and 
more like the decentralized Web” (Townsend 2013)

put it in the hands of everyone



New York Amsterdam Singapore

URL nycopendata.socrata.com amsterdamopendata.nl data.gov.sg
Scope City-Level City-Level National

Datasets 1100+ datasets 120+ datasets 9000+ datasets
Environment + 

Energy Data
40 datasets 8 datasets 188 datasets

Examples Electricity heatmap, gas 
consumption, recycle bins, 
waste collection tonnage, 
sustainability indicators

Energy usage by 
postcode, gas usage, air 

quality

Average electricity usage by 
dwelling type, electricity grid 
emissions, Co2 emissions, list 
of green appliances, flood 
prone locations, rainfall

Hackathon NYC BigApps 
Competition; Reinvent 

Green Hackathon

Apps4EU; Amsterdam 
Hackathon

Apps4Singapore; Energy 
Efficiency for Everyone 

Hackathon

Chris Whong





PUBLIC-PRIVATE-PEOPLE (3P) 
PARTNERSHIPS

Collaborative “smart city” experiments 
to reduce carbon footprint



3-WAY OPEN DATA
sharing plans + performance

information across society

Singapore Mandatory Energy 
Management Practices (energy 
use, GHG, improvement plans)

New York Greener, Greater 
Building Plan (benchmarking 

and energy audits data)



SHARED ACCOUNTABILITY
example from NYC data portal
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A mathematical model was used to estimate the annual 

energy consumption values for buildings in NYC.

DATA  MODELS  PREDICTIONS
example from NYC building energy usage





• Leverage “smart city” innovations to obtain vast new streams of data on the 
performance and state of the city for real-time situational awareness.

• Unify data from across the city to facilitate integrated planning and leverage 
innovations in ICT to replace static paper-based planning with a “living” 
planning information-base accessible by all. 

• Facility many-to-many information sharing, community-wide action, and 
day-to-day coordination by leveraging new innovations in open data, social 
media, and ubiquitous connectivity.



• Define the analytical core necessary to inform continuous planning.

• Examine emerging management practices, structural changes, process re-
engineering, and information sharing approaches required to effective 
reshape public administration and planning around a data-driven approach.

• Design open architectures for federated, cross-sectoral strategic planning and 
new mechanisms for day-to-day coordination and community-wide 
information sharing.


